
 CULTURAL CENTRES IN BARRIERA DI MILANO 

 The role of cultural activities & creative industries in the regeneration of Barriera 

 TOUR MAP 

 https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1gheYxkgVGu8SALE1MTi8cQBGfZxaiK 
 _W&usp=sharing 

 Via Baltea 
 Via Baltea is a community hub housed in an ex-typography building. Since 2014 it has 
 hosted craft workshops, cultural projects and a social restaurant. Via Baltea aims to 
 integrate commercial and productive activities with a special attention to the aspect of 
 sociality and solidarity. 

 Via Baltea Tells: Casa Bottega experience 
 A creative intervention of urban regeneration that transforms the lowered shutters 
 into art workshops with an adjoining residence: creative young people not only 
 become commercial operators in the neighbourhood, but strategic actors. 
 Communicators, actors, visual artists, filmmakers, classical and experimental 
 musicians, poets; the editors of a magazine have taken root in the neighbourhood, 
 thus becoming civic artists, figures who feel the capacity and innovative strength of 
 art and intend to make it available to the vast and heterogeneous community of the 
 neighbourhood and the city 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1gheYxkgVGu8SALE1MTi8cQBGfZxaiK_W&usp=sharing
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/edit?mid=1gheYxkgVGu8SALE1MTi8cQBGfZxaiK_W&usp=sharing


 La Scimmia in Tasca 
 A meeting place and a co-working space for presentations, debates, art exhibitions 
 and workshops; it is open to cultural associations that want to engage in a cohesive 
 work on the territory, with a focus on social and artistic valorization of the 
 neighbourhood. 

 Vernicefresca 
 It is an artistic collective composed by artists between 17 to 20 years old. It deals 
 with art, understood in the widest possible sense of the word; it wants to work for and 
 with the neighbourhood using art as a social tool of involvement. Vernice Fresca was 
 born as an informal group of friends with different passions in the artistic field, from 
 music to theatre to photography and drawing. 

 PietraTonale 
 Pietra Tonale is the collective of young artists of Turin active in the field of 
 improvisation and musical research that has also become a home-laboratory, where 
 the sharing of domestic and working spaces becomes the engine for individual and 
 collective growth. 

 Ventunesimo 
 Ventunesimo is a project of Carlotta Sofia Grassi, Francesco Pavignano and Tommaso 
 Valli (ventunesimo collective). It was born  from the collaboration with “Associazione 
 Turistica Pro Loco di Occhieppo Inferiore (Biella)”, organiser and promoter of the 
 annual artist residency programme. In 2020,  Ventunesimo  collective opened a studio 
 and cultural space in Barriera di Milano (Turin), where they began to collaborate with 
 emerging artists and local realities, with a view to creating a shared design network. 


